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My Father Figure

EDITORIAL — By Mr. Ravi
Wow, its hard to believe that it is already June, and
half a year has gone by with a blink of an eye. This
month holds some personal highlights for me. June
6th was my birthday, and was celebrated the only
and best way we know now, at home!
June 20th was Father’s Day. A big salute to all the
fathers, dads and grandfathers out there.
This month also featured the Euro 2020 for all the
football enthusiasts out there.
All in all, we welcomed June, and looking forward
to July, with 2 more weeks of classes!.
As usual, reminding all to #stayhome, #staysafe
and #takecare.

Belated Happy Birthday Mr. Ravi!
Extremely sorry, Sir.
I could not wish you yesterday.
Anyways, we are grateful to have you as our ICT
Sir, Robotics Sir and Homeroom teacher.
Thank you for supporting us whenever we feel
down.
Thank you for being our stress buster.
Thank you for educating us.
Thank you for making us smile,
laugh during our school time.
Even during online classes, you do not miss the
chance to express your energy.
We will feel positive around you.
YOU ARE THE BEST! BEST IN THE SENSE BEST!
I am short of words to describe you Sir.
Lots of love, Rishitha (Year 7)

A father figure is usually an older man, normally one with power,
authority, or strength, with whom one can identify on a deeply
psychological level and who generates emotions generally felt towards
one's father. When someone thinks about the definition of a father, he or
she thinks about the support, care, love, and knowledge a father gives to
his child. Most people automatically believe that biological fathers, along
with the mothers, raise their children.
However, that is not always the case. There are many children across the
world who are raised without their fathers. These children have father
figures. I have an amazing father, he helps me in many things. He is so
generous, kind and loving. If I were supposed to have a father figure it
would be Mr. Ravi.
Mr. Ravi is vastly interactive, he interacts with everyone he knows. He has
a very cheerful character and his vibrant personality reminds me of my
father a lot. Most of the time, Mr. Ravi is approachable and fun to be with,
but I do not take that for granted as he can be stern and strict when it
comes to lessons. I can turn to Mr. Ravi if I have any questions or need
advice, just like how I seek for my father in times of need.
In conclusion, I am saying that my father figure is Mr. Ravi as he is very
much similar to my father and reminds me of him.

By Lakshmi, (Year 7)
Belated Happy Birthday sir...
I am extremely sorry that I didn't wish you yesterday...
We are soooo lucky to have you..
You work really hard for us in order for us to understand clearly....
You always make sure we have a smile on our faces.
You are extremely fun, who always has jokes and riddles...
I just want to say that you are " THE BEST TEACHER".....
I wish we were in school, so that we could celebrate your birthday.
I feel so fortunate to have been placed in your class.
You have amazed and inspired me daily and for that
I am thankful because you are truly a wonderful teacher.
As a teacher you gave me the tools I need to face my future.
You have three loves:
Love of learning,
Love of learners,
And the love of bringing the first two loves together.
Thank u for everything.
Laasya (Year 7)
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My Father is Different!
While everyone likes to believe that their father is different, so do I. Nevertheless, this belief is not
solely based on the admiration I have for him but also because of his oneself. He is the one who influenced me
perpetually to practice discipline no matter what work I do. He strives his best to meet all our dreams and
wishes and manages strictness when the need arises.
Dad, you have given me the best things in my life: your time, your care, guidance, your love, and you
are my strength. You are one hard-working man that I have ever seen. The older I get, the more I understand
how great it is to have a father like you. You have given me confidence in my life and the acceptance I needed.
The greatest gift, the most wonderful blessing in my life, is having you as my father. May God bless you with
good health, lots of happiness and success, and love. All this and more, because you deserve the best. Happy
Father’s Day to you and to all the amazing fathers, father figures, and male mentors out there.
Yours, Devanshi (Year 6)

My Superhero, My Dad
‘FATHER’, a man who supports all our dreams and desires. My father may be merely a man to the
universe, but to me, he is my superman, my superhero. He’s a one in a million dad. Every day he works day
and night tirelessly to raise the family and keep us happy and safe. Sometimes I question myself what makes
a great dad? It is not literally what a father gives you; it is a caring and loving heart that makes an awesome
father. This is everything I believe makes a real dad, and that’s what makes him unique to me. Though he
encounters many problems, he always comes back home with a big smile. He is my first love and my role
model. Let’s embrace, celebrate and appreciate their role in our lives every day throughout the year.
Thanks to all the wonderful fathers for being a guiding light and precious lessons! Happy Father’s Day.
By, Meghana (Year 6)
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Chimps Using Tools - By Devika Soni.
Most animals compared to us humans ar en’t as advanced as us. But when it comes to chimps, they tell a
different story. Initially, we thought ‘humans and only humans use and make tools and were defined as humans: the
toolmakers.’ But in this report, we will see that even chimpanzees can utilise tools to benefit themselves.

"Now we must redefine tool, redefine Man,
or accept chimpanzees as humans."~ Jane Goodall
It was eventually discovered that the Gombe chimps use objects
— stems, twigs, branches, leaves, and rocks — in a variety of ways to
complete tasks such as feeding, drinking, cleaning themselves,
investigating out-of-reach objects, and as weapons — flailing branches and
throwing rocks as missiles and defence mechanisms. Chimpanzees in
communities outside of Gombe use objects for a variety of purposes.
These behaviors, which are passed down from generation to generation
through observational learning, can be considered primitive cultures.

Essentially, we could say that the chimpanzees are now moving into
their stone age. A decade ago, specialists and biologists thought
that only humans could make use of an extensive tool system. But
as you can see, that’s not the case. If we keep on examining these
evolving animals, we may determine the origin of our capabilities.
This evidence is not at all shocking. We know now that all animals
and species are capable of adapting to their environment and
changes. Along with this, we also know that they learn along the
way. When thinking about the world, it’s best not to think about it
from one stationary point of view. We should take account of other
developing animal species. This just suggests that we all are more alike than we think. Sure, there is a distinction and
there will always be a difference between humans and animals as we are self centred. It may be the same for animals as
well. We are all part of one big ecosystem; Earth.
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Lukesh Jai (Year 3A)
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Euro 2021 Football Tournament

By Mr. Colin.

The European Championships is finally back after the
postponement due to the pandemic. There is no better feeling than
experiencing the tournament at the comfort of our homes. The long
awaited European Football tournament has finally set stage as 24
countries compete to be the champion of Europe. The tournament is
unique because it is being played in 11 cities across Europe and there is
no host nation. Moreover, the concept of taking the Euros to different
nations provides an opportunity for other countries to be part of the
major international competition and to celebrate the first European
Championships that was held in France 60 years ago. Top footballing
nations such as England, Germany, Portugal, France, Italy, and Belgium
are among the favorites of the tournament. Recently, fans all over the
world was astounded as the tournament started with an unexpected
incident. The opening game that involved Denmark and Finland caught
attention when one of the players, Christian Eriksen collapsed during the
game. Thoughts and prayers from all players and fans for the recovery
of Christian Eriksen has shown the power of compassion and unity exist
in sports. The VIS family has also shown their support for the
championships. The students of VIS expressed their support through
their artwork which consists of recycled materials. Posters, flags, and
even mini stadiums were some of the masterpieces which caught my
attention. Besides that, football jerseys of various European countries
signify the passion towards the game. This project will not be possible
without the effort and support of students and teachers involved.
Thank you so much for contributing this month!
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Pictures Paint A Thousand Words!
Lockdown Art Competition
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“I’ll never find out why…”
Written By: Mohana and Devika (Year 8)
The loud disturbance seemed to have originated from my house.
“Excuse me, officers.” I said politely with my shaky voice and ran towards my house.
“Alright but be back”

I ran as fast as the blustering wind could take me. I sprinted towards the elevator and busted into my apartment. I looked around
vigilantly, and there I saw a burst of light coming from my bedroom. A tall, dark figure stood amidst the luminous room.
“This is for our own good, save us.” stated the enigmatic yet familiar man as my room rapidly spun with unique and iridescent
colors the human eye could not fathom.
“WHO ARE YOU? WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” I yelled but it was too late. My room and everything around me started dematerializing.
When I opened my eyes, I blinked with confusion and couldn’t believe what I was seeing.
I was back on the same forbidden dark street where I picked up Alice. What just happened? But I wondered, what did that
idiosyncratic figure mean by “This is for our own good?” I got knocked out right after I picked up Alice. Should I locate the baby
again? Of course! It’s a baby, what am I thinking? As I walked back down the same dreadful alley, I remembered the way I took to
find the baby. There she was inside that same filthy box. How can I forget her gleaming blue eyes that reflected in the moonlight? I
picked her up, again and held her tight in my arms. But this time the baby wasn’t the peaceful one, she started to cry hysterically at
me. I tried to hush her but her cries echoed through the alley and dissolved into nowhere. I even tried covering her mouth but her
cries were stronger than all of the babies combined. Alice suddenly turned into an eerie shade of green and she looked a hundred
times older. She then whispered to me, “you’ll never get out of this”. Before I could say anything else, the darkness captured me.
Knocked out. Again. As I sat up and rubbed my eyes, bright light hit my eyes. It was the brightest I had ever seen. White
light everywhere. I’ve been here. This is the void. This is where I took off foolishly to go back home and to the hospital. This place
was nothing but endless space. I ran left and right, panicking with every step I took. The silence was so loud. I could feel my head
pounding and pounding and pounding then “BOOM”. Everything went dark. I opened my eyes again and was stumped. I was at my
house. The exact same night when the police came to my house. My only instinct was to run. As I entered the paranormal forest,
my feet sunk deep into the undergrowth as if the soggy, dead leaves were trying to suck me into the earth. The trees leaned over
me like huge, rotten skeleton talons. Their fingers grabbed and pinched me, fighting to pull me back to its feeding hole. Suddenly,
the forest cleared, the thorns vanished and there was just me - in the middle of the clearing with bright - green leaves sprouting out
of the ground, fighting for space to watch me suffer.
He was back. The man that knocked me out. “YOU CANNOT DENY THE INEVITABLE ” he shrieked in his ungodly voice. I
went pale. Running the opposite direction, back to my house and to the officers. But it was too late. They were gone. I stood there
pondering my next move. I kept running but I wasn’t moving, I looked down at my feet and that’s when I realized I was not on the
ground. Am I flying? I felt someone’s piercing presence and their sharp claws grabbed my leg, which dug deep into my skin, it pulled
me with its thin scrawny, murderous hands, and I was back to where I started and where I belonged to be.
I’m still here. Stuck in the same lifeless looped void. This is my prison. It’s day 666. It’s the same trauma everywhere. No
matter what I have done so far to try to change the past, nothing worked out. The constantly forced time-travelling drained all my
energy. The strange man in my room was me. Endless migraines and the relevance of each new timeline is embedded into my
head. I still have no idea what dark forces surround me. The constant ear eating whispers and vivid hallucinations torment me.
They’re still here.
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